2020 Parent Survey Results

63% of surveyed parents
agree or strongly agree
that Education Perfect
(EP) provides an engaging
learning experience for
their child(ren)

69% of surveyed parents
agree or strongly agree
that Education Perfect
(EP) has rich and relevant
learning content for their
child(ren)

72% of surveyed parents
agree or strongly agree
that Education Perfect
(EP) is an effective online
learning platform for my
child(ren)

What do you like the most about Education Perfect?
easy to access

easy to use

“I think Education Perfect is a
fantastic learning tool for children.
My son loves using it and is very
engaged”

insights for parents
“That I get the results and that my
child can then focus on the areas
she struggles”

great content & interactive
teaching

reminders for parents
“Getting reminder emails about
what's coming up for the children”
“I appreciate getting the daily
notifications about due homework
as often the kids tell me they don't
have any. It's great that the approx
time to complete homework is there
and % of completion. Thanks”

“There is a wide variation of
subjects that you can practise,
and it's helpful”
“The way it explains things and
how it quizzes you on what you
have just learnt so it sets in your
brain.”

quite a few parents said
they did not know about EP
before this email
“My son uses it at school. I have
not seen it.”
“I have no idea how to use it and
not all of my children use it I only
get an occasional email for one
of my children and once in a blue
moon for the other child but
none for my 3rd child so it is very
confusing”

What improvements would you like to see made to Education Perfect?
it would be good to get more info
on child's progress, tasks, etc
“Option for parents to monitor the
progress of their children in completing
the allocated task including mandatory
and non mandatory”
“Better explain at what stage the child
is at completing a task”
“Can't remember if this is already a
feature but the ability to log in as a
parent and view what needs to be done
and what has been done, and/or a
weekly report summarising the weeks
work would be great”
“Periodic feedback during term on
subject taught, so that parent can
contribute together with teacher if
there are areas to be addressed on
child's progress on the subject.”
“Results to parents and students.
Maybe a progress chart?”

Education
Perfect

“I'd like to see all classes in the
report (even those that didn't have
work set) so I am regularly seeing a
record of all work. I would like to see
if it is complete or not - so I can
chase up any incomplete work.”
“More links for parents to follow”

more communication from
EP for parents
“Communication with parents”

better support of children
with learning disabilities
“There needs to be scope for
supporting students with Learning
Disabilities. I am not sure if this is
an EP issue or a school issue”
“Cater to kids with learning needs.
ADHD, ASD, Anxiety. The current
format triggers my son”
“Larger fonts”
“Not good for a kid with learning
difficulties”

“I have no idea how to use it and
not all of my children use it I only
get an occassional email for one of
my children and once in a blue
moon for the other child but none
for my 3rd child so it is very
confusing”

usability on mobile devices

“More regular reminders to
students regarding assigned
tasks and due dates”

make the content more
engaging

Teaching and learning experiences.
For lifelong learners.

“Not a great tool for use on an ipad”
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